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ABSTRACT: Protection of the environment from global warming is currently a
principal area of cooperation and international regulations, which assumes a global
or across borders dimension. The persistence, purpose and inter-temporal nature of
the problem of global warming, call for global actions of prevention.
In this context, the European Parliament adopted a resolution on 11 March 2009 on
a EU strategy for a comprehensive climate change agreement in Copenhagen and
the adequate provision of financing for climate change policy.
In the provsisions of this Resolution, The European Parliament calls for the EU to
continue to develop a foreign climate policy and adopt a unified position to maintain
its leadership role in the negotiations at COP 15 and also to support the ambitious
goals in the discussions with the international partners in order to reach an ambitious
international Agreement at the Conference from Copenhagen in December 2009,
adapted to the latest scientific findings and in line with the objective of 2°C.
The Parliament believes that the Copenhagen Agreement should bind the parties to
mandatory reductions and international sanctions, to be defined for non-compliance.
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1 . GLOBAL SOLUTIONS FOR ADRESSING THE CLIMATE CHANGE
PROBLEM

Mobilization aiming the extremely complex problem of global warming is the result
of unquestioned scientific, technical and economic data offered by the authorized bodies.
Most of the world’s scientific community believes that climate change effects are visible
in the rise of average global temperature, accelerated melting of glaciers, rising sea levels,
increase in the frequency of extreme weather events, changing rainfall patterns on a global
scale, periods of vegetation change, changes local ecosystems, etc.
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